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In this Issue:
Well, they've done it again. Just when I think I know the differencebetweena calculator
and a computer,along comes a productthat doesn'tquitefit eithercategory.In this case it's
our Marchcover subject,the HP-41C. lt's calleda calculatorand it looks like a calculator.lt
fits in your hand and has a keyboardand a liquidcrystaldisplay.But it acceptsperipheraldevices like a computer.There'sa printer,a magneticmass storagedevice,add-onmemory
modules,and an opticalwand.And lookat its commandstructure.Someof its functionsare
accessedby singlekeystrokes,like a calculator's,but otherfunctionsare accessedby spellSo whatis
keyboard,and this is verycomputer-like.
ing out theirnameson the alphanumeric
little
of
both.
it's
really
a
the HP-41C,calculatoror computer?We'll call it a calculator,but
plugin, whatyou see is the calculator's
lf you lookintothe portson top of the HP-41Cwherethe peripherals
processorwithits systembus exposed,it's natural
systembus.Whenyou havea small,powerful,inexpensive
thingsto thatbusand usingthe processorto controlvariouskindsof specialized
for peopleto thinkof connecting
systems.Prediction:someday you'll be able to buy HP-41C systems and peripheralsthat don't come from
Hewlett-Packard.
Alsofeaturedin this issueis a newspectrumanalyzer,Model85594 (page27).Aspectrumanalyzeris a basic
toolfor microwaveengineers.Whatit doesis similarto what happenswhenyou tuneyourradiofromone end of
the broadcastband to the other-every time you pass a station,you get some sound out of the speaker.A
'|
spectrum analyzertunes rapidlyacrossa very wide band- 0 MHz to 21 GHz f or the 8559A-and gives you a
someenergy.Model85594addressesa need
spikeon a CRTdisplay(insteadof sound)wheneverit encounters
that some of our customers have expressed.lt's a high-performanceinstrumentthat uses state-of-the-art
technology,but its pricehas beenhelddownby notincludingfeaturesthataren'tneededfor mostapplications.
This makesit affordablefor many more microwaveengineers.
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PowerfulPersonalGalculatorSystemSets
New Standards
Customizethtsadvanced new handheld calculatorby
plugging tn extramemory, a magneticcard reader,a printer,
and applicationmodules. You can reconfiqurethe
keyboard,too.
by Bernard E. Musch, John J. Wong, and David R. Conklin

HE MOST POWERF-UL personal handheld calculator that Hewlett-Packard has ever designed, the new
IIP-41C, has over 130 preprogrammed functions
and many advanced features, inciuding a continuous
memory that retains its inforrnation when the calculator
is turned off, an alphanumeric liquid crystal display with
status annunciators, a full alphanumeric keyboard that
c a n b e c u s t o m i z e d t o f i t u s e r n e e d s , a n d s o p h i s t i c a t e db u t
simple programming, including advanced editing, local
and global labeling,specific loop controi, flexible indirect
a d d r e s s i n g ,a n d e x p a n d e d d e c i s i o n - m a k i n g c a p a b i l i t i e s .
I n a d d i t i o n t o t h e s e s t a n d a r d f e a t u r e s .t h e H P - + 1 C c a n
become a powerful calculating system by means of options
that can be connected to the basic machine through four
+L^ +^PUr 15 Urr rrrt tup.

r Up to four memory modules can be added, increasing
available program memory or data storage by 400 percent, up to 2000 lines of program memory or 319 data

storage registers, or any combination.
r A card reader allows the user to record and read programs
on magnetic cards. Among its features are prompting and
H P - 6 7I9 7 c o m p a t i b i l i t y .
r A portable thermal printer provides permanent records
o f c a l c u l a t i o n s .I t i s a l s o c a p a b l eo f h i g h - r e s o l u t i o n p l o t ung.
r An optical wand (available later this year) will read and
enter programs and data from printed bar codes.
r Plug-in application modules offer preprogrammed solutions to problems in specific areas.
The HP-65, introduced in 1974, and the HP-67, introduced in 1976, were distinguished by electronic and
mechanical features that represented an evolutionary
f o l l o w - o n t o t h e H P - 3 5 ,H P ' s f i r s t h a n d h e l d c a l c u l a t o r .T h e y
had numeric LED (light-emitting diode) displays and
P-channel MOS (metal-oxide-semiconductor) circuitry.
The HP-41C represents both an evolution of capabiiities

Fig. 1. The new HP 41C Calculator can be expanded like a
computer syslem to tnclude
add-on semtconductormemory,
m d s s m e . n o r V .a n d l ) a r d - c o p y
output.Herethe HP 41C ts shown
withadd on memorymodulesand
its optionalmagnettccard reader
and thermalprinter.
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and system architecture and a significant departure in
technology and configuration. The HP-a1C uses CMOS
(complementary MOS) circuits throughout and has an alphanumeric Iiquid crystal display. The configuration of the
HP-41C is very much like a computer system. The handheld
calculator is part of a distributed system that can include
add-on semiconductor memory devices, a mass memory
device, and a hard-copy output device. Fig. 1 is a picture of
a system that includes the HP-41C Calculator, the 82106,{
Memory Module, the 82104A Card Reader, and the 82143A
Printer.
USER Mode
One of the most unusual features of the HP-qrC was
developed in response to the distributed nature of the system. It is the concept of USERmode and the capability for
the user to completely reconfigure the calculator's
keyboard.
USER mode can be best understood by considering the
dilemma of where to put a key labeled PRINT on a machine
that may or may not have a peripheral printer attached. For
the user with the printer, the PRINT label should be in a
prominent place, most likely on a keytop. For a user without
a printer, putting a PRINT label on a keytop is a waste of a
valuable commodity, a primary key.
A related dilemma is the proliferation of functions in this
kind of system compared to the limited and relatively constant number of keys and surfaces on which to inscribe the
nomenclature for these functions. The traditional solution
has been to provide multiple shift keys and nomenclature in
several colors to access various functions with each key.
With USERmode, the solution is to provide only frequently
used functions on the keytops and keydeck, and a single
shift key. The front slopes of the keys are reserved for the
alphabet and characters for alpha mode, and a procedure is
provided to assign any function-mainframe, plug-in, or
user-generated-to any key, primary or shifted (seepage 5).
The user-assigned keyboard configuration is maintained
while the calculator is off, so that it need not be reentered
each time the calculator is turned on.

14-Segment Alphanumeric Characters

Fig. 2. The HP-41C's liquid crystal display features a full
alp hanumeric character s et.
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Fig.3. OptionalHP-41Cperipheralsplug into the mainframe
vta lour l'O ports on top of the calculator.
Alphanumeric Display
A second major feature of the HP-+f C is the alphanumeric
display. Fig. 2 is a picture of the display showing its salient
features. The uses of the alpha capability include input
prompting (e.g., KEY IN COST) as well as output labeling
with variable names and units (e.g.. X = 23.7t KM).
Prompting also extends to the key functions. Pressing any
function key down and holding it will display the name of
the function in the display for approximately one-half second. When the key is released, the function is executed. If
the key is held down beyond the one-half second time
period, the key nulls (i.e., is not executedJ.If the calculator
is in the USERmode and the key has been reassigned, the
function that is displayed and subsequently executed is the
user's assigned function, not the one preprogrammed into
the machine.
Additional uses of the alpha capability include displaying the program steps in program mode with the actual
function name, and the generation of explanatory error messages, such as NONEXISTENTin response to an attempt to
address a nonexistent register and DATA ERRORin response
to an attempt to perform a mathematically impossible operation such as division by zero.
Providing a useful alphanumeric capability consistent
with a conceptual extension of the HP-65/67/97 operating
system was an interesting challenge. The solution consisted of providing an alpha register separate from the
user's addressable memory and the operational stack. This
register is capable of holding up to 24 alpha characters.
Pressing the ALPHA key on the keyboard causestwo things
to happen: the contents ofthe alpha register are displayed,
and the keyboard is converted into an alpha entry keyboard
using the character set printed in blue on the front slope of
the keys. Various functions in the machine's function set
enable the user to manipulate and view the contents of the
alpha register both from the keyboard and/or under program
control.

InpuVOutput
Pons
The third area of distinction for the HP-41C is the caoabil-

ity of expanding the system's hardware using the four I/O
ports on the top of the calculator (Fig. 3J. The calculator's
system bus is accessible at the I/O interface. This enables the
user to expand the system by plugging in any device capable of interfacing to this bus. For example, add-on ROM
(read-only memory) can increase the function set of the
machine with programs written either in the machine's
operating language or as sequences of user instructions.
Plug-in RAM (random-access read/write memory) can expand the user's storage space for data and programs.
Peripheral devices can be added to the system, with each
device's function set contained in the ROM associatedwith
the device itself. Thus, the user only pays for the capability
to drive any peripheral when the peripheral is actually
purchased. As of this writing, available peripherals include
a magnetic card reader and a thermal printer, with an optical bar code reader due to be available in early 1980. Detailed descriptions of the first two devices are included in
other articles in this issue.

SystemArchitecture
A close look at the HP-41C architecture reveals an
evolutionary design with close ties to the HP-351 and
HP-21,2families. In fact, the system timing is compatible
with the HP-21 and much of the instruction set is very
similar. The decision to stay with this familiar architecture
allowed faster development and use of an existing circuit
pioneered in the HP-25C.
Despite similarities in the architecture, there are many
enhancements that make the HP-41C a much more powerful
machine. Added features include a 2x improvement in
operating speed, address expansion to 64K 10-bit words of
ROM and 7K bytes of RAM, extensive I/O support with new
peripheral instructions, a new display structure, and special power on-off controls. The chip set of the HP-41C includes one CPU (central processing unit), five data storage
chips, three ROMs, and two display drivers, all CMOS, and
one bipolar circuit. Fig. 4 is a block diagram of the system.
With the exception of the display drivers, all the electronics
are mounted on a single four-layer printed circuit board.
The calculator hardware can exist in anv of three power

Using usERMode
The procedure for the user to redefine a key on the HP-4'1
C
keyboardis simple and straightforward.
lf a peripheraldevice or
application
moduleis pluggedintooneof the l/O portsof the HP-41C,
the user can executethe cer z (Catalog2) functionto reviewthe
plug-in'srepertoire
Thelistingbelowshowsthe
of availablef unctions.
functionset of the orinter.
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To assign,for example,the pRX(PrintX) functionto the nrskey
localon:

ASN PRX ASN PRX84

The underscorepromptsfor additionalinformation,
the alphaannunciatorcomeson to indicatethatthe keyboardis in alphamode,
and the 84 indicatesthatthe key beingassignedis the 4th key in the
8th row.
Nowthatthe key hasbeenreassigned,
the usermay invokethe pax
functionmerelyby pressingthe usER
key (displaying
the annunciator
usrn)and then pressingrys.The usenkey may be thoughtof as a
permanentshiftkeythatshiftseverykeyf romthe normaldefinition
to
the user'sown key definition.
lf the nrskey is pressedand held in the usER
mode,the mnemonic
enxis displayedas a reminderof what lunctionis to be executed;to
voidor NULL
out its executionthe usermerelyholdsthe key down for
more than 7z second. In this way the current redefinitionof the
keyboardmay be reviewedwithoutdisturbingthe contentsof the
machine'sregisters.
lf the printeris nowunpluggedfromthe calculatorandthe nrskey is
pressedand held the messagexRoN4
2e,20
appears in the display
indicatingthata functionthatis in aROM eXternal
to the machinehas
been assignedto that key,The numbersindicatethat it is the 20th
Junctron
of devicenumber29 (theprinter).Of course,boththe name
and the natureof XROMfunction29,20is unknownto the calculator
as long as the printermoduleremainsunplugged.Any attemptto
in thedisplay.The
executean XROMfunctionwillresultin NoNEXTSTENT
printermay be pluggedin again(intoany port)and the pnxfunction
will reappear,assignedto the nrskey,
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nal oscillator in the display driver. The RUN mode is activated whenever a key is pressed,and the calculator returns
to STANDBYmode between keystrokes.If there is no input
activity for approximately ten minutes, the display driver
times out and shuts off the system altogether and the calculator is again in SLEEPmode.
CPU
The CPU is one of eleven CMOS circuits inside the
HP-41Cthat were all developed and are fabricated within
Hewlett-Packard.In the design process,various computeraided design tools were used for logic and circuit simulations, digitizing, and design rule checks to provide faster
development and assure more accurateand reliable
circuits.
Inside the CPU, there are five working registers(A, B, C,
M, and N), one B-bit register,one 14-bit statusregister,two
pointers, and four subroutine return registers. The CPU
supports 16 bits of ROM address, 10 bits of data register
address,56 keys with two-key rollover capability, 14 flag
inputs and eight flag outputs.In the HP-41C,the flag output
line is dedicated to driving the audible beeper.
In addition to these addressingand register capabilities,
other CPU enhancementsinclude new peripheral instructions to meet I/O demand, software-programmedon-off
logic, automatic reset circuitry, and a new instruction to
read ROM contentsas data. The new instruction, CXISA,is
especially useful for reading lookup tables, application
ROMs. and ROM checxsums.
Data Storage
There are five data storagecircuits, each containing 16
56-bit registers of RAM (random-accessmemory). One of
thesecircuits is allocatedfor internal storage,including the
stack, display register, program pointers, and so on. The
other four chips provide the user with 64 registersthat can
be partitioned between data and program memory at a rate
of seven bytes of program per register.
In addition to the internal datastorage,the HP-41Callows
16 more data storagecircuits to be plugged into the system,
four in each port. The I/O ports each have two pins that
provide port address information to the plug-in memory
modules. The memory modules are all identical and any
number of them (up to four) canbe in the systemat any time.
The only restriction is that the memory modules have to
occupy ports starting with the lowest port number to provide a continuous program storagespace.

C blockdiagram.
Fig.4. HP-41
mode. All of the circuits
modes.The first mode is the SLEEP
are inactive, but are biased on by the battery to sustain the
continuous memory, consuming only a few microamperes
of current for the entire calculator.When the unit is turned
on, it entersthe RUNmode. The clocksare running, instructions are executed,data is transferred,and the display is
initialized and enabled. Under software control, the calculator transfersto a STANDBYmode in which the clocks
and CPU are stopped. Only the display and the power
supply remain active,and timing is controlled by the inter6 Hewrcrr-pecxARD
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The Display System
T h e d i s p l a y s y s t e m c o n s i s t s o f a 1 . 2 - c h a r a c t e r1,4 segmentliquid crystal display and a display driver hybrid
that holds two display driver circuits. These are sandwiched together with connectorsand clips. There arc 75
connectionsbetween the LCD and the hybrid and 15 connectionsto the logic board.
The display is multiplexed three ways by scanning the
three row lines on the backplaneofthe LCD and presenting
the column information in parallel to all characters.An LCD
segmentis consideredon when the rms voltage difference
between that row and that column exceedsa certain on
threshold, and off if this voltage difference is below a cer-

Packaging the HP-41C
by GeraldW. Steiger
The designof the HP-41Cborrowsheavilyfrom previousHP calculatordesigns.The contoursof the case recallthe classicHP-35.
The mechanicaldesign is similarto the HP-21,using four major
logtcboard,and bottom
display,top case/keyboard,
subassemblies:
case.
The displayassembly,Fig. 1, requiredthe most new mechanical
but also bedesignwork, primarilybecauseof space restrictions,
causethe HP-41Cis HP'sfirstliquldcrystaldisplayproduct.Because
the alphanumericLCD requiresso many connections,a display
driverhybridis connecteddirectlyto the LCD throughelastomeric
of the hybrid
connectorson the longsidesof the display.Registration
by a plasticlocatorbondedto the LCD.The
to the LCDis established
assemblyis held togetherby two spring clips that providethe requiredcontactpressureand protectthe glassLCDf rom impact.The
displayassemblyis attachedto the keyboardby a comb of contacts
that are reflowsolderedto the hybridand keyboard(Fig 1)
to the top case as in the HP-21and
The keyboardis heat-staked
uses metal discs for key contact and tactilefeedbackas in the
overlaysand transferlabelskeeptrackof redeHP-19C.Removable
the
oN/oFF
circuiteliminates
finedkeys.Usinga momentary-contact
need for slide switchesand the specialplatingthey require.
The logic board,Frg.2, makescontactto the keyboardthrough
connector,againbecauseof space restrictrons.
anotherelastomeric
Contactpressureis malntainedby two nutsdrivenoverthe top-case
the
screwbosses.A spacer,sonicweldedto the bosses,establishes
of the nutsf romaffecting
logicboardheightand preventsoverdriving
beeperis mountedto the logic boardto
key feel.The piezoelectric
lacilitateassemblyand repair.Foamtape pressesthe beeperagainst
the bottomcase,which acts as a soundingboard.
The bottomcase containsthe l/O portsand the one-piecebattery
case/door.Thebatteryspringsareusedas jumpers,to applycontact

force,and to hold the case in place,as in the HP-21.Thereare two
smallcantileverspringsto hold the cells in place whileoutsidethe
calculator.The batteryand l/O contactsare on a flexibleprinted
to a plasticcontact
circuitthat is wrappedaroundand heat-staked
f rame.The batteriesmakecontactat the ends of foursmallribs.The
l/Ocontactsaremadeon thetopsand bottomsof fourlargerribs,like
e d g e c o n n e c t o r so n a h a r d p r i n t e d c i r c u i t b o a r d . A p i e c e o f
polyurethane
foam held in the top of the contactframepressesthe
flexiblecircuitagainstthe keyboardto make contact there. Four
screwsattachthe bottomcaseto the top case,trappingthe contact
frameand the centercase, a cosmeticpiece,betweenthem.

Fig. 2. HP 41C logtc board.

Gerald W. Steiger
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Fig.'1. HP 41C displayassembly
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tain off threshold. The drive waveforms use a four-level
schemethat provides optimum on and off rms voltage differencesof z.tY and 1.tV, respectively.Fig. 5 shows the
drive waveforms required to produce letters H and P. The
rms values are computed by averaging the squaresof the
row-column differencesover the six time periods shown. In
letter P, for example,segment14 seesan rms voltage difference between row 1 and column 4 of:
(t

2 ( r .r - 2 . 2 )+2( 2 . 2- 3 . s ) 2
t i I t t . t 0) '+z (3 .3 2. 2 ) +
+ ( o - 1 . 1 ) ' z +2(. 2 _ 1 . 1 2 ) \ ' ' ": r . r ,
T h u s s e g m e n t1 4 i s o f f .
Therearetwo identicaldisplay driver circuits,eachdriving six charactersof the display. The two chips act as
stand-alone peripherals to the system, with all controls,
First digit is row number.
Second digil is column number.

registers, ROM, buffers and drivers built in. The two circuits are connected in a chain, with information passed
back and forth between them. To the system they look like a
single 12-digit driver. The chips may be cascaded beyond
two to handle systems with larger displays.
Information for each character is stored as a 9-bit string.
Seven bits are used for the character's ASCII* equivalentonly B0 characters are decoded and displayed-and
two
bits are for the punctuation field. There is a separate bit per
digit for the annunciators. The data from the CPU can be
sent in 9-bit, S-bit, or 4-bit (for numerics) fields in singlecharacter or multicharacter form, from left or right side. The
display can also be shifted left or right one digit at a time.
All the column data is updated each time new information
is sent and the decoded outputs are buffered in a three-bit
shift register for each column. This is necessary because the
columns are scanned at a slow rate; it also allows the display to be system-independent during STANDBY mode.

PowerSupply Circuit

W;M:,

!@,

@@"

v3
R0 v2
v1
0
R1

c2

c5

Fig.5. Displaydrive waveformsto produce lettersH and P.
VoltagesV1, V2,V3are 1.1V,2.2V,and 3.3V.An LCDsegment
is on if the rms differencebetween the row and column voltages applied to it is 2.1V. Thesegmenlls off if this rms differe n c ei s 1 . 1 V .
1980
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The HP-a1C is powered by four N-size alkaline batteries
with supply voltages ranging between 6V and 4V. Although
CMOS can operate down to the 4V level, the speed would be
greatly reduced. To optimize performance and provide LCD
drive voltages and several other analog functions, a custom
bipolar circuit was designed to perform the power supply
functions.
The design goals for the bipolar circuit were to provide
extremely low power and highly efficient operation. This
circuit follows the three modes of calculator operation. In
SLEEPmode, the CPU disables an input control pin, which
shuts off all bias current to the internal circuits. In this
mode, the chip draws less than 1 pA of current. In
STANDBY, the chip is active, providing the 6V and LCD
voltages, but at very minimal current. In RUN mode, the
supply delivers as much power as needed by the system and
its plug-ins up to 20 mA.
There are two internal references inside the power supply
circuit, one for the 6V and one for the LCD voltages. The OV
supply is constant for a wide range of battery voltages and
the full range of loading conditions. Outputs of 3.3V,2.2V,
and 1.tV are generated and held to very tight tolerances to
provide good contrast and viewing angle for the display.
These voltages also have a negative temperature coefficient
of -zO mV/degree C to compensate for the LCD threshold
change with temperature. There is a low-battery detection
circuit that signals the CPU to activate the BAT annunciator
when the battery is weak. The bipolar chip also generates a
handshake signal that indicates to the CPU that the system
voltage is adequate to start the rest of the circuits.

ROM
The HP-41C contains 12K words of system ROM (readonly memory), partitioned into three ROM chips with 4K
words of 10 bits in length. That is 16 times more ROM than
the HP-35 and more than twice that of the HP-67.
There are 16 bits of address field. The four upper bits are
used as a chip-enable code to select one of 16 ROM circuits.
The system ROM chips occupy the lower three addresses
with peripherals filling in above them. The eight upper
*AmericanStandardCode for Informationlnterchanoe

ROM locations are reserved for the plug-in application
modules. With the two port address lines controlling bit 13
and bit 14 of the ROM address, the system can accommodate four plug-in application ROM modules at the same
time, each containing one or two ROM circuits. An application ROM takes on the physical address of the port it is
plugged into, but this is invisible to the user; the ROM
operates in the same way in all four ports. Since different
application ROMs can use the same physical address at
different times, the number of possible application ROMs
is not limited by the hardware.
Operating System and Firmware
The basic functions of the mainframe microcode may be
seen in the flowchart in Fig. 6. The processor goes into its
STANDBY stage between keystrokes to conserve power.
Pushing a key causes the microprocessor to wake up and
begin executing instructions. Some simple tests are run to
ensure that the contents of RAM have not been lost, and
then the keyboard is interrogated to see which key was
pushed. It is possible for a peripheral to wake up the processor without a key being pushed. In this event the operating
system jumps to a standard entry point in each plug-in ROM
to give the ROM associatedwith the peripheral a chance to
service the peripheral. There are seven standard entry
points in each plug-in ROM to facilitate polling the plug-ins
under various conditions.
In contrast to earlier HP handheld calculators, the mapping of a key onto the corresponding function can be an
elaborate process in the HP-41C. When the calculator is in
USERmode, a bit map of all the key locations is examined to
see if the user has explicitly redefined the key. If not, a test is
made to determine if the key is one of the auto-assignable
keys. Ifthe key is auto-assignable,a local label search must
be conducted in the current user program to see if the
corresponding label exists. Only after these possibilities
have been checked does the operating system map the key
onto its default function.
The HP-41C allows the userto accessa function that is not
assigned to any key by spelling out its name. The named
function may be a mainframe function, a function in a
plug-in application ROM or peripheral, or an alpha label in
user program memory. The firmware searchesthrough user
program memory, all plug-ins, and the mainframe, in that
order. There are no mechanisms to prevent a user from
spelling a label the same way as a ROM function name, but
the order of the search guarantees that the user's function
will be found instead of the ROM function. Within user
program memory, the search is conducted backwards, starting with the last label in program memory and working
toward the beginning of program memory. This tends to
result in the most recently entered label being found when
there are duplicate labels in memory.
The CATALoG function was included to remind the user
of all the functions available at any time. The order of the
catalogs reflects the alpha name search order: CATALOG 1
displays alpha labels in program memory, CATALOG z displays plug-in functions, and CATALOG g shows the complete list of mainfrarne functions. Tables of pointers in the
mainframe and at the beginning of each plug-in ROM determine the order of the entries in CATALocs 2 and 3.

CATALOGr displays alpha labels in order from the top of
program memory to the bottom, that is, oldest first, the
reverseof the searchorder. CATALOGr also displaysEND
statementsin program memory, so that the user can tell
which labels are in the same program. When CATALOG1

Fig. 6. Baslc HP-41C microcode operatton for single-keystatetrestrokefunctions.The calculatorgoes tnto a STANDBr
tween keystrokesto conservepower.
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executes,the user program counter is moved to each label or
END as it is displayed; this allows access to programs that
contain no alpha labels.
Alpha labels and ENDs are linked together in a chain.
Each label or END contains a pointer to the label or END
preceding it in program memory . This chain is traversed in
its natural order when a search for an alpha label is conducted. When CATALOG 1 is executed, the firmware runs up
the label chain to its end, counting the number of links. The
final entry in the chain, which is at the top of program
memory, is displayed first. For successive entries in the
catalog, the counter is decremented and the chain is
traversed again up to the Iink corresponding to the counter.

User ProgramMemoryMaintenance
Operationson userprogrammemorywere particularly
challenging to implement on the HP-41C. The processor
speed, although fast in comparison to previous HP batteryoperated calculator processors, is still very slow in absolute terms. The speed problem was compounded by
potential memory configurations up to 10 times larger for
user programs than on the HP-67. This combination of
factors rendered the traditional methods of editing user
program memory and searching for labels in user program
memory prohibitively slow.
On the HP-67 or HP-97, when a step is inserted into the
user's program, the remaining steps are moved down one
byte at a time. On deletion of a step, remaining steps are
moved up to fill the gap. Memory maintenance on the
HP-41C, however, is closer to disc file maintenance than to
the method used in the HP-67. When a step is deleted from
an HP-41C user program, a null code is inserted in its place
and no steps are moved. When a step is inserted, an examination is first made to determine whether there are nulls at
the desired location that can be overwritten. If not, then
seven bytes are made available by moving the remaining
program steps down by one full register. The register move
operation is intrinsically faster than the byte-by-byte move
made on the HP-67. If several steps are to be inserted at the
same place, register moves will generally only be necessary
on the first insertion. Succeeding steps are inserted into the
extra space created by the first insertion. An occasional
PACK operation is necessary to reclaim randomly distributed nulls. When the HP-41C runs out of room, it pACKs
automatically. The user can also invoke the PACK function
explicitly.
Local versus Global Labels
In the HP-67, each time a user label is referenced by a GTO
or GSB instruction, a linear search is made through the
entire user program memory to find the label. The time
spent searching for labels often represents a significant
fraction of the execution time for HP-67 programs. On the
HP-41C, several techniques have been used to minimize
label search time. The HP-41C has two classes of labels:
global alpha labels and local numeric labels. The END function on the HP-41C is used to divide user program memory
into independent program spaces. When a reference is
made to a local label, the search for the label is conducted
only in the current program space, thereby shortening the
search time. Once the target label is found, its location is
10 lrwrErr pACKARD
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stored with the GTO that referenced it; in other words, the
GTO is "compiled." The search is eliminated altogether on
subsequent executions of the GTO function if the program
has not been edited in the meantime. GIobal alpha labels are
used for references across program space boundaries. The
alpha label chain described above serves to speed up the
search for global alpha labels.
The concepts of global versus local labels and separate
program spaces, although not new to computer programmers, are important advances for a programmable calculator. A user can always write a new program without
worrying about what numeric labels have been used in
programs already in the machine, simply by creating a new
program space. Users can similarly exchange and use each
others' subroutines without regard for conflicting numeric
labels. Moreover, the global alpha labels used to name programs can be up to seven characters in length, long enough
to be meaningful and memorable.

Supportof Plug-ins
A number of techniques were used in the HP-41C
firmware to allow for plug-in application ROMs and
peripherals. First, all functions in plug-ins are accessedby a
logical ROM ID and function number, rather than by a
physical address. This allows plug-ins to work without
regard to which of the four ports they are plugged into.
When such a function is executed, the firmware searches
through all of the ports until it finds the ROM bearing the
ROM ID of the function. Second, provisions have been
made to allow plug-ins to seize control of the CPU at certain
times, such as just before the CPU goes into STANDBy mode.
The firmware polls all of the plug-ins whenever any one of
seven events happens. Third, some subroutines are included in the mainframe specifically to permit the use of
address-independent microcode in the plug-ins, which
may take on the physical address of whichever port they are
plugged into. Fourth, a number of subroutine calls to the
printer ROM (which has a fixed, rather than portdependent, physical address) are embedded in the mainframe firmware to permit the intimate interaction between
printer and keyboard that was pioneered by the HP-97. In
this case the firmware takes advantage of a feature of the
CPU that causes an immediate return to be executed
wheneVer a subroutine jump is made to a nonexistent ROM.
This same feature is also used for the diagnostic ROM.
Whenever the CPU first turns on, the firmware executes a
subroutine call to a fixed-address diagnostic ROM. If the
diagnostic ROM has been plugged into one of the HP-41C's
ports, it takes over; otherwise, control is returned to the
mainframe microcode. (The diagnostic ROM is a tool developed to help HP service technicians troubleshoot a
malfunctioning HP-41C. This ROM is not available
to customers.)
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SPECIFICATIONS
HP-41C Calculator

Functions
ALPHA STRING CONTROL: Keyboard alpha mode selection; alpha mode off; alpha
mode on; alpha recall;alpha shifi left;alpha store; alphaview; append;clear alpha register;
compare strin9s; execute.
AUDIBLE BEEPERCONTROL:Beeper;tone of beeper.
C O N D f T I O N A LX: = Y ? , X = 0 ? . X > Y ? , X > 0 ? , X < Y ? , X < 0 ? , X < Y ? , X < 0 ? , x + Y ? , x + o ? .
CONVERSIONS:Decimalto octal; degrees to radians; hours (decimal)lo hours, minutes,
seconds; hou6, minutes, seconds to hours (decimal); oclal to decimal; polar to rectangular;rectangularto polar.
DISPLAY: Append display; clear display; engineeringnotation;fixed point; scientilic
notation.
EDITING: Back step; clear program; correction key; delete program memory lines; go to
line number;go to programname;singlestep.
FLAGS: Clear program flag; "flag clear" test; "flag clear" test and clear; "flag set" test;
"flag set" test and clear; set program flag.
MATHEMATICS: Addition, anlilogarithms (common and natural); division; exponential
(yx); logarithms (common and natural); multiplication;percent; percent ol change; pi;
reciprocal;square; square rool; sublraction.
MISCELLANEOUS: Advance paper; power otf; keyboard power on/otf; power on (continuous);shift.
NUMBERALTERATION:Absolutevalue;changesign; enter exponent;lractionalportion
of number;integerportionof number;modulofunclion(remainder);round;sign of x
PROGRAMMING:Decrementand skip if equal; end of program;executesubroutine;go
to; go to end of program; increment and skip if greater; label program; pack program
memory; pause; program mode seleclion; prompt; return; run/stop; stop.
STACK CONTBOL: Clear stack; clear X-register; enter; exchange X and any register;
exchange X- and Y-register;roll down; roll up; recall into stack; slore into stack.
STATISTICS: Accumulation correction: accumulation; clear statistics registers; factorial;
mean; standard deviation;statisticalregister block specilication.
STORAGE: Clear all storage regislers; LAST-X register recall; recall; size of register configuration store; slorage register addition, division, multiplicationand subtraction; view
registercontents.
TRIGONOMETRY:Arc cosine; arc sine; arc tangent; cosine; degrees mode; grads mode;
hours, minutes, seconds addition and subtraction;radians mode; sine; tangent.
USER DEFINED: Assign; catalog list; copy; user mode selection.
PHYSICALSPECIFICATIONS:
LENGTH:14.4cm.
H E I G H T3: . 3 c m .
WIOTH:7.9 cm.
W E I G H T 2: 1 0 g .
OPEBATINGTIME:9to 12 months(batteryliledependentuponuse; lesswithplug-ins).

OPERATINGTEMP: 10" to 40"C.
OPTIONAL BLANK MAGNETIC CAROS: 40 Card Pac with Holder, 12O Ca.d Pac
with Holders,1000 Card Pac.
PFINTER:
LENGTH1
: 3 . 2c m .
H E I G H T6: . 2 c m .
WIDTH: 17.8cm
WEIGHT:with paperand battery,770 g.
T E M P :0 ' t o 4 5 ' C .
OPEHATING
7w.
RECHARGERPOWER REOUIREMENTS:
TEIIP: +15'to 40'C
CHARGING
CHARGINGTIME:on-17 hr; ott-6hr.
OPERATINGTIME: 3-6 hr.
OPTIONALACCESSORIESFOB PRINTER:ThermalPaper,SecurityCable'Recharger,
Battery Pack, Reserye Power Pack.
P R I N T I N GS P E E D :
6-CHARACTEHLINES: 120 lines/minute.
20-CHARACTERLINES: 100 lines/minute.
MAXIMUM24-CHARACTERLINES:70 lines/minute.
WAND:
L E N G T H :1 3 c m .
HEIGHT1
: . 8c m .
WIDTH:2.3 cm at widest.
WEIGHT:55 g.
OPERATINGTEMP: 0'lo 45'C.
PRICESlN U.S.A.:HP-41CCalculator,
$295.82104ACard Beader,$195.82143APrinter,
$ 3 5 0 . 8 2 1 0 6 A M e m o r y M o d u l e s ,$ 4 5 e a c h . 0 0 0 4 1 - 1 5 0 0 1S t a n d a r dA p p l j c a t i o n
Module.S30.
MANUFACTURINGDIVISION;CORVALLISDIVISION
1000 N.E. CircleBoulevard
Corvallis.Oreoon97330U.S.A.

OPERATINGTEMP: O'tO 45'C.
OPTIONALPERIPHERALSAND MODULES:MemoryModulewith inslructioncard.Card
Reader with owner's manual. Printer,complete with two rolls ol paper, rechargeablebatteries,rechargerand owneasmanual.Wand,withowner'smanual(availableearly1980).
APPLICATIONPACS
Real Estate
Mathematics
Games
Statistics
Aviation
FinancialDecisions
Thermal and Transport Science
Surueying
Home Management
Securities
Navigation
Stress Analysis
StructuralAnalysis
CircuilAnalysis
ClinicalLab and NuclearMedicine
Machine Design
SOLUTIONBOOKS
Optometry ll (Contact Lens)
Test Statistics
Fluid Dynami6 and Hydraulics
High-LevelMath
SolarEngineering
HomeConstructionEstimating
Antennas
Cardiac/Pulmonary
Control Systems
Lending, Saving and Le$ing
Surueying
ElectricalEngineering
Physics
MechanicalEngineering
Calendars
Civil Engineering
BusinessStatistics/Marketing/Sales RealEstate
Small Business
ChemicalEngineering
Heating,Ventilalingand Air Conditioning
Geometry
Chemistry
Games
Optometry (General)
MEMORYAND APPLICATIONMODULES:
L E N G T H : 3 . 2c m
H E I G H T :1 . 0c m .
WIDTH:2.9 cm.
OPERATINGTEMP: 0'to 45'C.
CARD FEADER:
LENGTH:7.29 cm.
HEIGHT:3.52 cm.
WIDTH:7.93 cm.
WEIGHT:92 g.
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Card ReaderOffers Compatibilityand
ExpandedCapability
by David J. Lowe and Patrick V. Boyd

ODEL 82104A CARD READER, an accessory to the
HP-41C Calculator, is an adaptation of the card
reader design used in the HP-65, 67, and 92.1'2This
design has proved effective and provides compatibility
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between the HP-41C and the HP-67157.Thus the large software library of HP-67197 programs is a great asset for the
HP.41C.
A basic consideration in the B21O4Adesign was that the

digits after the decimal point. On an HP-41C you specify
both the type of display and the number of digits in the same
set of keystrokes. It was necessary, therefore, to allow for
HP-67197 programs adjusting the significant digit count
without changing the display type. This was done by adding these functions to those in the HP-41C mainframe'
Whenever you plug an 821044 into an HP-41C you add a
new set of functions that are direct implementations of
HP-67157functions that could not otherwise be translated.

Hardwarelmprovements

Fig. 1. Model82104A Card Readerplugs into the HP-41C lt
will read HP-67197maqnettccards as well as HP-41Ccards.
card reader be small enough to plug onto the HP-41C and
become an extension of its package, simulating the built-in
card reader of the earlier calculators but having the flexibility of an accessory that can be purchased separately and
removed at will (see Fig. 1J.
HP-67 I 97 Compati bi lity
The new card reader will read cards written on an HP-67
or 97 but an HP-67197 will not read cards written on the
is plugged into the HP-41C it
821.O4A.When the B2'L,O4A
adds several new functions to the function library of the
HP-41C, much as new functions are added by plugging in
application modules. Among the card reader fitnctions is
the translation routine used to convert HP-67157cards. This
routine is transparent to the user and cannot be executed
from the keyboard. It is automatically executed when an
HP-67197card is inserted.
The first information read from a card allows the calculator to decide how to process the rest of the data on the
card. In the case of an HP-67i97 card the translation routine
is executed. Not every HP-67lS7 function has a corresponding HP-41C function and vice versa. When an HP-67197
function and an HP-41C function are close enough the
translation routine modifies the HP-67/97 function to make
it an HP-41C function. An example is the HP-67/97 function
XSI. In the HP-41C there is no register designated I. Any
register can be used as an indirect register. When the translaiion routine comes across an XsI it replaces the I with
register 25, which can be used as an indirect register. Because the translation routine automatically makes these
changes it may be necessary to change the user instructions
of some HP-671s7 programs. User instruction changes for
HP-67157 application pacs are outlined in an appendix of
the 82104A Owner's Handbook.
In some cases neither a direct translation or a modification would allow an HP-67i97 function to be converted to an
HP-41C function. An example is display formatting. On an
HP-67157 you specify the type of display: fixed decimal
point, engineering, or scientific notation. Then in a separate
process you specify the number of significant digits or

In the process of adapting the HP-65/67197card reader
design to the HP-41C an effort was made to improve on as
many features of the design as possible. One of these improvements involved the switches that detect the position
ofthe card as it passesthrough the card chamber. In the old
design, space was at a premium, forcing the switches to
make very little movement in going from open to closed
position. The switches had to be carefully adjusted as they
were installed in the factory. The 82104,\ overcomes this
problem of switch adjustment with a new switch design
that uses buckling columns instead of cantilever beams
(Fig. 2). The actuating motion of the switches is greatly
increased, making adjustments unnecessary. The switches
are independent (separate)to avoid the coupling problem of
the earlier design, which incorporated all the switches in
the same piece of metal.
The requirement that any 82104A plug into any HP-41C
dictated another improvement, this one in the control of the
motor speed. The subtle differences in HP-41Cs make it
mandatory that the card reader itself maintain tight tolera n c e s .W h e r e t h e p r e v i o u s m o t o r s p e e d c o n t r o l w a s o p e n Ioop, the new design closes the loop, providing feedback
control. The principle is the same as that used to control the
motor speed accurately in the printer of the HP-97' The
motor is driven with a pulse train, and the pulse duty cycle
is varied by the feedback loop, maintaining constant speed
even when the load on the motor varies.

Fig.2. A new card-detectronswitch design elimrnatescritical
adjustments.
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Minimizing Power
Power consumption was a maior consideration. While
the HP-41C uses very little power, the card reader with its
motor and circuitry to drive the magnetic head consumes
large amounts of power. To cut power consumption to a
minimum, the circuits that uses the most power are powered only when a card is in the card chamber. The switch
that indicates the presence of a card is also a power switch.
Thus, the time that the card reader is drawing energy from
the batteries is measured in seconds instead of weeks.
Besides the problem of average power, there is the problem of peak power, such as the power surges required to
start the motor. Accommodating these peak drains on the
battery required the isolation of all circuits that were sensitive to dips in battery voltage.
Low-Battery Software Control
To further extend card reader usability with a set of old
batteries, software controls power use by pulsing the motor.
When the batteries approach the low-battery state, software
begins to turn off the motor for short periods of time to lower
the motor duty cycle and decrease power consumption,
giving the batteries more time to recover between pulses. As
the battery voltage drops lower and lower the motor off time
increases. Even though the motor is being turned off for
short periods as the card goes through, it is easily possible
to have a correct read, and the difference may even be
imperceptible to the user. The Bzlr} {verifies a good read
on every card by computing a checksum during each card
pass and comparing it to the sum recorded in the last 2B bits
of information on the data track. To tell the user what is
happening, the messageLOW BAT is displayed at the end of
any read in which the motor has been turned off, whether
the read was good or bad. Many good reads may be possible
when the batteries are in this condition.
Because there is no way for the calculator to check to
make certain that the information it tried to write on a card
got recorded correctly, there is a chance that bad or incomplete information could be written when the motor is
pulsed under a low-battery condition. To be safe,therefore,
the calculator aborts a write session as soon as it is discovered that the batteries may be too low to complete the write
under normal conditions.
Writing consumes more power than reading. Because of
the internal impedance of the batteries, they appear to be at
a lower voltage during a write than during a read. This
means that, even though there is not enough energy in the
batteries to finish a write operation, there may still be
enough for several more successful reads. Internal impedance of the batteries also accounts for the ability of the
calculator to operate well after the batteries have discharged below the point where they will operate the card
reader.
New Functions
Several new functions have been added to the 82104A to
make it more powerful and useful than its predecessors.
Programs may be executed automatically as they are read
in. If Flag 11 is set when a program is recorded on a card,
that program is marked for automatic execution. Thereafter,
each time the program is read in, it will beein to execute as
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soon as the read is completed.
Data cards will hold 16 registers per side, or 32 per card.
The data may be taken from or returned to any portion of
data memory, as directed from the X register (display) with
the WDTAX and nntax functions.
The status of flags and key assignments of the Hp-41C can
be preserved using the WSTS function. The flags are recorded on the first card side, and key assignments are recorded on subsequent sides as necessary. The display
prompts the user for the appropriate number of cards using
the format RDY kk of nn, where nn is the total number of carJ
passes (tracks) required to complete the sequence and kk is
the lowest unread track number [a track is one side of a
card). The prompt is displayed in both read and write sequences. Write sequencescan be aborted at any time with_
out memory loss. RSTS can be aborted after the first fflags
only) card pass without penalty. If desired, all RAM registers (80 in the mainframe, 64 per module) may be dumped
onto cards using the WALL function.
Cards are protected from accidental overwriting by the
traditional corner clip. However, protected cards may be
overwritten by setting Flag 14 (Srr+) before initiating a
write sequence. The flag is automatically cleared if the
sequence is either completed or aborted.
Cards can be verified for proper data and identification by
executing the VER function. Each card will be identified as
to type (HP-67, status, program, data, WALL) and track
number [1-15), and the checksum verified to insure that a
proper write has taken place. VER does not alter anv status.
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data, or programs in the calculator. The check that is made
is the same as that made during a read. By using VER' it is
possible to insure that a card will read in properly without
disturbing the calculator'
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EvolutionaryPrinter Provides
SignificantlyBetter Performance
by Roger D. Quick and Donald L. Morris
e

RINTED OUTPUT is a highly desirableadiunct to a
programmablescientific calculator.As computing
power, program length, data capacity, and communication ability all increase, a printed record becomes
a necessity for many users of such calculators'
As the power of the calculator increases, so must the
abilities of the corresponding printer. To give the user
maximum flexibility, a peripheral printer was chosen for
the HP-41C. This separation gives the user the portability of
a handheld calculator and also maintains briefcaseportability for the calculator/printer system. The new printer,
Model B2't43A, Fig. 1, contains its own rechargeable batteries, and measures 18 x 13 x 6 cm.
With earlier HP programmable printing calculators, such
as the HP-97,1 the printer was able to record numbers,
Iistings of programs, and the trace of an executing program.
The 82143A Printer makes these records and more. It can
label numeric output with meaningful words and phrases,
has access to 127 standard characters, makes normal and
condensed program listings, can create its own characters,
and gives the HP-41C user a graphics capability through the
printer's plotting functions. Thus the 821'43A adds functional capabilities to the HP-41C system in addition to its
noimal printed record function.
The 82143A printer is similar to other HP-41C accessories
in that the mainframe calculator is not burdened, either in
ROM space or in execution time, by the existence of accessories. When the printer is plugged in, firmware in ROM is
added to the HP-41C system bus. This additional system
ROM is contained in the 82143'\ module that plugs into the
HP-41C. Thus connected, the printer adds 24 functions to
the mainframe's repertoire, and has accessto all capabilities

of the mainframe. This closely linked architecture makes it
possible forthe HP-4rC to display printer error messages,to
treat the PRINT key on the printer as if that key were on the
HP-41C keyboard, and to have HP-41C functions such as
AVIEW print whenever there is an operational printer attached. These friendly capabilities give the IHP-41C1821'434
system attributes similar to a package-integrated system
like the HP-97 without assuming that all users want all the
pieces all the time.

PrinterFeatures
The printer has its own power light and a low-battery
light. A portion of the printer ROM is under calculator
processor control, allowing the HP-41C Calculator display
to be used to output printer messages, such as OUT OF
PAPERor PRINTEROFF when an attempt is made to execute a
printer function under such conditions. The printer also
has a five-position print intensity control switch that allows
the user to adiust the print density by direct control of the
voltage applied to the printhead.
The new printer is much faster than earlier designs. The
improvement was accomplished by means of an encoder
feedback loop, a sophisticated printhead drive, and a soft
printing platen behind the paper. AIso, a significant improvement in program listing speed was obtained by giving
the user the choice of three program Iisting formats.
Program'listings can be generated by the functions PRP
and LIST. PRPprints the whole program and LIST prints only
the specified part of a program. Both PRP and LIST can
generate all three formats: Ieft iustified, right justified
(which is faster and allows labels to be found more easily),
and a condensed format that prints several program steps
Du n N e r 1 5
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Fig. 1. fhe printerfor the HP-41C
Calculator is an accessory that
plugs onto the calculator.
per printed line and results in program listing speed of
about three times that of the other options.
Several advanced printer functions are programmed into
the new printer. By setting Flag 12 on the Hp-41C, the
printer can be put in the double-wide mode. While in this
mode the columns of dots making up the bx7 dot matrix
letters are each printed twice. Thus the printed characters
are twice as wide as the normal printing mode. Lower-case
letters can be printed by setting Flag 13 on the Hp-41C.

Customized
Printing
The new printer's four accumulate functions allow the
printer's internal RAM to be used as a buffer for characters
to be printed. In this way characters can be transferred from
the HP-41C into the printer at any time during program
execution.
The accumulate X and accumulate alpha functions [ACX
and aca) transfer the contents of the X or alpha registers to
the printer buffer. This function allows mode changes
within a printed line. Characters can be changed from
upper-case to lower-case or from normal to double-wide.
For example, if the name "James" were to be printed, the ,,|',
would first be sent to the printer buffer from the calculator
using the accumulate alpha function. The lower-case mode,
Flag 13, would then be set before the "ames" is accumulated to the printer buffer. The accumulate X function can
be used to print several numbers on the same line to format
columns of numbers as output. The accumulate X function
can also be used in conjunction with the accumulate alpha
function to produce a mixed format of alpha and data-for
example, "PRICE: $So.OO."
The accumulate character function TACCHAR)allows access to characters (Greek, Europ,ean, etc.) not directly acces16 lewlErr-pecKARD
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sible from the HP-41C keyboard. This function can be used
with other accumulate functions-for
example, ,,R1 :
:
62KO" or "COST E 50."
The accumulate column function (ACCOLI gives the user
complete control over the printed output. With this function the columns making up the character dot matrix can be
controlled individually, allowing the user to define up to 43
columns per line. These columns of print can be used to
define unique symbols or characters, for example, ,,8$,

e+,"

or"B1FI."

Another way to define special characters is by means of
the functions BLDSPECand ACSpEC.These allow the user to
create and print characters consisting of any desired pattern
of dots on a 7 x7 matrix. Once created with BLDSPEC,
these
special characters can be stored in data registers in the
HP-41C. The Japanese character set shown in Fig. 2 was
created with BLDSPEC.In a standard character the outside
columns of Ihe 7 xZ dot matrix areblank, but special characters using all seven columns can be placed adjacent to each
other to form larger characters or to do graphics, as shown
in Fig. 3.
PRPLOT is an interactive plotting function that asks for
the name of the function to be plotted and the plot scaling
information and generates a complete labeled plot of the
function. PRPLOTP is a noninteractive version of pRpLOT
that takes its information from registers in the Hp-41C. The
functions PRAXIS, REGPLOT,and StrpLOT help the user
construct customized plots of single-valued functions. A
special (user-defined) character may be used with any of
these plotting functions. The function SKPCOLallows the
spacing of characters to column-position resolution
(maximum field width is 168 columns). This is useful for
plotting functions and for positioning graphics or labels.
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Fig. 2. Printer has functtonsthat allow the user to define
spectal characterslike this Japanesecharacter set.
fnside the 82143A
The 82143A is a battery-operated thermal printer capable
of delivering 24 characters per line at a scan rate of 60
characters per second while acting as a peripheral device to
the IIP-41C Calculator system. The nominal line rate of the
printer varies from 130 lines per minute for lines of 10
characters or less to 70 lines per minute for 24-character
lines. Communication between the 821,43Aand the controlling HP-4rC is accomplished through a seven-line serial
interface.
F'ig. 4 is the printer block diagram. The power system
centers on a variable voltage source (14-18 volts), which
drives the thermal printhead at a power level selectedby the
user-adjustable print intensity switch. An additional fixed
five-volt supply provides power to the microprocessor and
other internal logic. A rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery acts as the energy storage medium. Power-on circuitry
protects the thermal printhead from excessive power during turn-on.
The HP-a1C Calculator and the 82143A printer are linked
together via the calculator's plug-in module, which contains the printer ROM chip and the interface chip. The hub
of the printer electronics is the 3870 microprocessor, which
performs such functions as interfacing with the Hp-41C,
monitoring the front control panel, processing the encoder
and home switch signals, and driving the printhead and the
dc motor. The internal structure of the 3870 includes a CpU
section, 2K of designer-programmable ROM, 64 bytes of
RAM, and both a timer and an external interrupt. The microprocessor requirements of the B2f43A printer use all of
the 3870's capabilities.
How lt Prints
The 3870 microprocessor stores within its line buffer all

the characters and commands transmitted by the Hp-41C.
The line buffer is organized as a 42-byte, first-in first-out
buffer and may contain any number of printable lines. As
information contained in a particular buffer location is used
during printing, the buffer location is immediately available for new incoming data, thus creating a pipeline effect.
Whenever this buffer contains a printable line, the 3870
applies a forward drive signal to the motor causing the
printhead to move leftward away from its home position
(located on the right side of the mechanism with the home
switch closedJ. As the home switch opens, the microprocessor computes whether any leading blank columns
are required during this printed line. Each column across
the paper is synchronized with an external interrupt pulse
generatedby the rotary encoder. At the appropriate column,
the 3870 recalls from its line buffer the character to be
printed and looks up the corresponding character pattern
one column at a time.
The thermal printing is accomplished by the active heating and passive cooling of seven individual printhead resistors, each powered by a high-current driver controlled by a
microprocessor line. The controlled pattern of turning each
resistor on or off as the printhead scans across the paper
generatesthe characters one vertical column at a time. The
printing time for each column commences with an encoder
pulse and halts a fixed time later (t.z ms). This technique
makes critical control of the printhead speed unnecessary,
since the encoder guarantees no error accumulation from
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one column to the next.
The microprocessor controls the forward linear printhead speed by holding the time between consecutive encoder pulses constant (2.4 ms). Depending on the last time
between encoder pulses, the motor either remains on, is
turned on (too slow), or is turned off (too fast) until the next
encoder pulse occurs. Whenever a printed line is completed, the microprocessor brakes the motor and then
applies a constant reverse motor signal driving the printhead towards its home position at maximum speed. Once
the home switch closes, the 3870 brakes the motor and
awaits future printing. On the return stroke, a mechanical
system advances the paper in preparation for the next line.
This mechanical paper advance requires a minimum linear
printhead travel of ten character positions for any line'
Variations of normal character printing occur if any combination of the printer's special modes is active. If the
double-wide mode is selected, all columns, printed or
blank. assume a width of two encoder pulses, resulting in a
maximum of t2 double-wide characters per line. Whenever
the lower-case alpha mode is active, any normally uppercase alpha character is converted to its lower-case equivalent. During column printing, the data contained in the
3870's line buffer no longer represents a character, but
instead represents a binary-coded combination of resistor
dots to be printed during a particular column. Since the
commands that activate these special modes are stored in
the 3870's line buffer, a number of different modes may
appear in any one printed line.

PrintQuality
Print quality in any printing system is a subjective characteristic. However, several key parameters can be identified
that, we think, always contribute to overall quality.
A subtle but very desirable characteristic in a dot matrix
system is consistency of column-to-column spacing within
a character. This is enhanced in the 82143,{ by an optical
position encoder consisting of a light emitter-detector pair,

a reflective wheel, and a comparator. Since linear head
motion is mechanically linked to the rotary motion of the
reflective wheel, pulses generated by the encoder correspond to equal head-position intervals. The length of these
intervals is determined by the angular distance between
teeth on the reflective wheel and is set so that a pulse occurs
each time a column should be printed. In addition to maintaining column-to-column spacing within a character, the
encoder also guarantees character-to-character spacing
consistency because intercharacter distance is an integral
multiple of column spaces. The mechanical home switch
on the printer mainframe provides synchronization for
line-to-line alignment of characters, thus preventing margin irregularities.
At the high printing speeds of the 82143,\ the elements of
the printhead do not have time to cool between column
times. If equal power were applied for the first and succeeding pulses, thermal integration would cause the following
dots to be darker than the first. To avoid this problem, the
3870 processor shortens the pulse width and thus the total
energy applied to previously fired resistors.This reduction
in energy results in nearly equal peak element temperatures
and consistent dot development regardless of the printhead's history.
Since the quality of dot development relies very heavily
on good head/paper contact, a prime focus of design activity
was the soft platen for the B214gA. The soft platen provides
a pliable surface to allow intimate contact between the
paper and printhead. A die-cut strip of 0.B-mm-thick
silicone rubber was chosen for the platen because of its
excellent resilience and negligible plastic set over the full
operating temperature range. It is backed up by an extruded
aluminum platen support that is flat and stable under all
operating conditions. The two are bonded together by a
self-leveling adhesive. A thin piece of TFE-impregnated
fiberglass cloth is draped over the platen surface, allowing
the paper to pass between the scanning printhead and the
silicone rubber platen without sticking'

Fig.4. Printerblock diagram.The
five-positionintensity control al/ows fhe user to adjust the print
density by controlling the printhead voltage.
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Speed
A critical factor limiting printing speed is the thermal
response time of the printhead. For short times (1-b ms) , the
thermal conductivity and capacity of the glaze material on
the printhead determines the time lag between the command to print and the appearance of the mark on the paper.
Reducing the thickness ofthe glaze barrier proportionately
increases its conductivity and decreasesits capacity, thus
lowering both the heating and cooling time of the elements
and enabling higher print speeds. 0n the other hand, a
thinner glaze results in a lower peak asymptotic temperature and forces an increase in input power to achieve printing temperature. The B214JA compromises by making the
glaze thickness 0.038 mm, half that of the Hp-gZ. Response
time was decreased by a factor of four with very little additional input power required.
If the low-voltage (bV battery) printhead drive scheme in
the HP-97 had been scaled to handle the increased current
levels required for the B214JA's higher print speed, the
internal impedance of the battery, transistor saturation voltages, and transistor base currents would have posed efficiency problems. For trrese reasons, the printhead resistance was changed from 10 ohms to 85 ohms and a switching power supply was added to raise the nominal printhead
voltage from 5 volts to 16 volts. Since a large output filter
capacitor (1000 prF) supplies peak printhead currents, the
16-volt power supply need only deliver average current,
thus reducing maximum battery current from peak to average. In addition, the combination of higher printhead voltage and resistance reduces current levels, allowing smaller
and cheaper drivers. These design modifications more than
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Fig.5. StandardHP-41Cpnntercharacterset

compensate for the 20% efficiency loss in the switching
power supply. In addition, the output voltage of the power
supply is switch programmable, providing the user with a
print intensity control.
Noise
Due to the increased printhead velocity, the gear drive
from the HP-97 would have generated an unsatisfactory
noise level. To overcome this potential problem, the gear
drive has been replaced by a new reduction drive that links
the motor pulley to the lead screw pulley via a molded
ethylene propylene O-ring belt. This belt eliminates gear
chatter and passes extensive environmental and life tests
without breaking or deteriorating.
Further noise reduction has been achieved by lowering
the frictional forces and improving the wear characteristics
of the mechanical system. Applying a break-in oil to all
moving parts at assembly reduces start-up friction and ex_
tends mechanism life by ensuring uniform wear-in. To
minimize frictional drag, the material of the printhead car_
riage has been changed to a TFE-and-silicone-filled nvlon.
and a self-lubricating acetal thrust washer has been inserted between the aluminum pulley and the plastic
t v A R C Hi g g o H E W L E T p
TA C K A R Dl o u R N n r 1 9

printer housing.
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Bulk CMOSTechnologyfor the HP-41C
by NormanL. Johnsonand ViiayV. Marathe
OMPLEMENTARYMETAL-OXIDEsemiconductor
(CMOS) technology plays an important role in
many recent HP products.Most of theseproducts
use the silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) form of this integrated
circuit technology. However, there is another form:
bulk CMOS or CMOS-in-silicon.
Recognizing the need for a very-low-power IC technology
for its handheld calculators, HP's Corvallis Division undertook development of a bulk CMOS process iointly with the
integrated circuits laboratory of HP Laboratories, HP's central researchfacility. Two handheld calculators, the HP-29C
and the HP-19C, have used a CMOS memory chip fabricated
at HP Laboratories.
The new HP-41C represents the first full-scale HP application of this bulk CMOS process. To fabricate the HP-41C
chip set, a modern, automated facility controlled by a central process control system has been set up at the Corvallis
Division. Computer-controlled diffusion furnaces tied to
the central computer are used extensively, providing precise control of the diffusion/oxidation steps for highvolume production. These furnaces also lend themselves to
quick process modifications when required'
The major advantage of CMOS is its very low power
dissipation, particularly in standby mode: a CMOS chip can

retain data with its operating voltage reduced drastically. In
this state the current drawn from the power supply is just
the reverse-bias leakage currents of the semiconductor
junctions. CMOS also has an inherent speed advantage over
its cousins, PMOS and NMOS, becauseboth kinds of active
MOS devices, P-channel and N-channel, are present' Thus a
node can be actively pulled either up to +V". or down to
ground. Another advantage is that studies have shown that
the duty cycle of a typical CMOS node within a calculator
processorchip is only about 1%, even in an operating mode;
this helps minimize power consumption in that mode. All
ofthese factors contribute to long battery life in a calculator
using CMOS chips.
A disadvantage of CMOS is its packing density. The
number of gates per square millimeter is lower in CMOS
than in NMOS or PMOS. This mainly affects the system
partitioning. CMOS processing is also inherently more
complicated than either NMOS or PMOS processing. Special techniques developed for the CMOS process used in the
HP-41C are aimed at reducing the impact of both of these
disadvantages.
Process Description
HP's bulk CMOS process uses local oxidation of silicon to

Polysilicon

Fig. 1. CMOS integratedcircuit production begins with im
plant drive-in and field oxidation steps.
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Gate
Oxide

Fig,2. Polysilicongate definitionrs next. Thenthe gate oxide
is etched away and the P+ and N+ source and drain diffuslons are done (see Fig. 3).

attain a more planar topology that lends itself to easy metal
coverage and to maximize device density. Without local
oxidation another masking step would be required, and p+
and N+ guard rings would also be needed to prevent
parasitic leakage paths. The source and drain diffusions are
partially separated by the field oxide, which provides an
additional margin against adjacent diffusions punching
through. Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4 show the device cross-section
after various processing steps.
P-well doping (Fig. 1) is accomplished by using ion implantation techniques. This results in well-controlled
characteristics of the N-channel devices. Self-aligned
polysilicon gates (Fig. 2) are used to minimize the gate-tosource or gate-to-drain overlap capacitance, thus enhancing the performance of the MOS transistors. The polysilicon
is heavily doped in the field region and serves as a layer of
conducting interconnect in addition to the metal.
The intermediate oxides in this process are deposited
using the low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD)
technique, which provides improved oxide integrity and
excellent step coverage.The resultant oxides are also more
dense, which helps in contact-mask oxide etching because
denser oxides have a lower and more controllable etch rate
than other forms of deposited oxides. Different oxide
thicknesses over the various contacts make the contactmask etch a critical step that needs and receives close
scrutiny.
The passivation layer to protect the circuit on the chip is
plasma-deposited silicon nitride, which results in a protective barrier impervious to humidity and ionic contamination. This was needed to ensure the long-term reliability of
the ICs in a hybrid or plastic package.
The well-being of the entire process is monitored by
probing five test chips on each wafer. These test chips yield
valuable information about device parameters such as device threshold voltage, junction breakdown voltage, and
junction and parasitic leakage currents, along with data on
gate oxide and metal step coverage integrity, and so on. The
test chip usually provides the first hint of a process malfunction and in a normal mode gives statistical information
on the process for trend-charting. It is also sometimes used
for verifying circuit design concepts.

Fig. 4, Metal i nterconnection p attern is ad d ed to comp Iete the
CMOS structure.The final laver, the passivationlaver,is not
shown.
have to be implemented in both circuit design and processing to minimize its impact. Fig. 5 shows the cross-section
and equivalent circuit of these four-layer devices.
Normally the PNP transistor (formed by the P+ diffusion,
the N- substrate, and the P well) and the NPN transistor
(formed by the N- substrate, the P well, and the N+ diffusion) are biased off. When abnormally high currents are
present in either the P well or the substrate, the emitter
junctions can be forward-biased, thereby turning on the
parasitic PNPN device.
Sensitivity to latch-up is reduced in two ways. The first is
by increasing the spacing between the P+ and P-well junction to reduce the gain of the PNP transistors. The second is
by ensuring that the P wells are adequately grounded.
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+V
Preventing Latch-up
Latch-up via parasitic PNPN transistors is a very common
problem in all CMOS processes and special techniques
Poly Gate

Poly Gate
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Fig.3. After the P+ and N+ diffusions,more oxide is de
posited over the P-channeland N-channeldevices.

Fig. 5. Cross-sectionand equivalentcircuit of the parasitic
PNPNdevices that cause latch-uD.
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CORRECTION
Sharpeyed readersmay have noticedln last monlhs issuethal the drawingof the 84504
optcal syslem (Fig. 1, page 17) contaLnedsome lineworkerrorsthat escaped even the
authors'pfoolreadng. The referenceand samplebeamsaciua ly reflectofi all threeol the r
respectivecube cornermirrorsinsteadof passinglhroughthe thirdone as shown And the
returnbeamlrom the relerencecube cornermlrrorsactuallvooes undefthe iencew ndow,
not throughit as shown.
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The First HP Liquid CrystalDisplay
by Craig Maze

IQUID CRYSTALDISPLAYSare used in calculators
Iargelybecauseof their inherent low power dissipation and low voltage requirements.Other factors
contributing to their expanding use in calculators and
portable instruments are the ease with which different
character sizes and shapes can be produced inexpensively
and LCDs' good visibility under conditions of high ambient lighting.
The display used in the HP-41C is a multiplexed, twisted
nematic LCD with a twelve-character alphanumeric capacity. It operates from 0 to 45"C with electrical compensation
of the drive voltage to correct for LC property variations
with temperature.
LCDs are optically passive in that they do not generate
light to produce contrast. Operation of the device depends
on the ability of the LC to rotate plane polarized light relative to a pair of crossed polarizers attached to the outside of
the display. Rotation of the plane of polarization is a function of the applied field and decreaseswith increasing field
or voltage. The following brief discussion of LC properties
and display construction will serve to explain how a
r9B0
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twisted nematic LCD works.

Nematic Liquid Crystal
Nematic liquid crystals are ordered fluids whose
molecules lie parallel to each other with their centers of
mass randomly distributed. They are organic compounds
and their molecules are rod-like in overall shape. The word
"nematic" comes from the Greek "nema", meaning
"thread-like." A thread-like pattern is observed when
nematics are viewed through a microscope under polarized
light. The difference between nematic and ordinary fluids
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Fig. 1. Nernatic liquid crystals are ordered fluids whose
molecules lie parallel to each other. "Nematic" means
"thread-like."
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Fig,2, Structuresand propertiesof two commerciallyavailable nematic liquid crystal materials. The HP-41C display uses
four compounds similarto type l.
is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Nematic liquid crystals are formed by melting otherwise
ordinary crystalline solids. Unlike most solids, which
transform into isotropic liquids upon melting, a nematic
liquid crystal passes into an ordered phase at temperature
TKN. Additional heating, to T111,the clearing temperature,
will cause the nematic to undergo another phase transformation where molecular order becomes random. To an
observer, the solid will transform into a milky, light-scattering fluid at Txry and then become clear at Tp1. Cooling
reverses the sequence of transformations.
Nematic liquid crystals have one-dimensional, longrange order, are uniaxial crystals, behave like liquids, and
possess elastic properties. Two examples of commercially
available liquid crystals along with transition temperatures
and dielectric properties are shown in Fig. 2.
The HP-41C uses a mixture of four liquid crystals similar
to type I of Fig. 2. Multicomponent mixtures are necessary
because no single compound has an appropriate nematic
temperature range for use in products. In the case of the
HP-41C, the nematic range is - 10 to 60"C. Specified display
operating temperature limits are always well within the
nematic range. The ability of a display to perform at low
temperature is usually limited by increasing viscosity and
attendant slower on-off response, and not by freezing of the
liquid. The upper bound results from highly nonlinear variations in LC properties with temperature, making compensation in the drive circuitry too complex.

Fig. 3. Consfruction of the HP-41C liquid crystal display.
To facilitate further discussion it is convenient to define a
unit vector, called the director, which is parallel to the long
molecular axis. LC structure and molecular orientation in a
liquid crystal display can be discussed in terms of director
orientation.
Dielectric anisotropy (e rr - e-) is positive for LC materials of types I and II and for mixtures used in twisted
nematic displays. The largest component, e ,, , is parallel to
the director. Three elastic constants can be defined for
nematic substances and used to describe the forces required
to displace the director from its equilibrium position. These
constants are many orders smaller than elastic moduli of
ordinary solids. Even though small, a static balance between elastic and dielectric torques arises when a field is
applied to an LCD. This balance produces a well-defined
molecular structure that determines the degree to which the
plane of polarization is rotated in a display.

Display Gonstruction and Operation
Constructionof the HP-+tC display is depictedin Fig. 3,
and Fig. 4 is the processflow sheet.The display is a parallel
plate capacitorwith polarizers bonded to the external surfaces.The two glass plates are separatedby about ten mictometresand sealedwith a vitreous glassfrit. Liquid crystal fills the spacebetweenthe plates,and the moleculesare
oriented with their directors in the plane of the substrate.
The directors are also aligned parallel to the axis of the
polarizer attached to the outside of the adjacent glass. A
90-degreedirector twist resultswith nematic order producing a uniform change acrossthe liquid crystal layer. This
structureis shown in Fig. 5a.

Fig.4. HP-41Cliquid crystal display manufacturingprocess
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Light passing through the first polarizer rotates 90 degrees as it passesthrough the LC layer. As a consequence it
is aligned with the second polarizer, passes through, reflects, and propagates out unattenuated. The entire display
appears light gray as a result of polarizer and reflector tints.
Application of a voltage across the LC causes the directors
to rotate so they are parallel to the applied field. At a sufficiently high voltage, alignment is nearly parallel as shown
in Fig. 5b. The 9O-degreedirector twist is eliminated, for all
practical purposes, and light propagating through the LC is
absorbed by the second polarizer. Dark digits appear in the
active areas.
Director tilt increases with increasing voltage, and as a
consequence, contrast develops first at lower voltages at
shallow viewing angles. As shown in Fig. 6, brightness
decreasesat lower voltages at a 4O-degreeviewing angle
compared to the curve representing zero-degreebehavior.
Multiplexed displays operate with voltage applied at all
times. To be off, nonselected elements must be above 90percent brightness, and for the HP-41C, this is required to
extend over a 40-degree angle. These two factors define the
rms off voltage, as shown in Fig. 6. Good viewing also
dictates that brightness be 50 percent or less for selected
elements over the same 40-degree angle, and this voltage is
also shown in Fig. 6.
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two viewingangles.
A small Vor/Vog ratio is desirable for good optical performance for an LCD operating in the multiplexed mode.
Proper selection of the LC material, care in LC surface
alignment, and care in maintaining proper cell spacing all
serve to maximize viewing angle and contrast for a given
application.
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(a)LCOoff, molecules oriented by surtace
forces and twisted 90 degrees

(b)LCDturnedon, moleculestend to align
with directorsparallelto €-field.
Fig. 5. Liquid crystaldisplaybehaviorin the on and off states
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bottom. The display appears light gray . (b) Whena voltage is
applied, the moleculestend to ahgn parallel to the applied
electic field.Lightis absorbedby thebottompolartzerand the
display turns dark in the active areas.
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High Densityand Low Cost with Printed
Circuit Hybrid Technology
by JamesH. Flemingand RobertN. Low
NE OF THE MA]OR advantagesof the HP-41Csystem is its compactsize.To achievehigh packaging
density for each of the instruments of the systemat
a competitive price, a new hybrid packaging process
needed to be developed. The IC package had to satisy all of
the individual product objectives and meet corporate reliability standards.
As an example of the need for the new process, the two
57-pin liquid crystal display driver chips mounted in standard dual in-line packages (DIPs) would occupy about 10
cm3, and the space available for the entire display assembly
(including LCD and interconnects) was only one-sixth of
this volume.
The cost, reliability, and performance (both electrical and
environmental) of the new process had to be comparable to
or better than a standard plastic DIP. This objective encompassed considerations of manufacturability on a highvolume production line, product flow and yields, testability and reworkability, materials cost and labor, as
well as the package's ability to resist environmental stress
conditions.

Figs.2, 3, and 4 arephotosof the RAM, ROM,and display
driver modules.
The Substrate
The CMOS ICs used in the HP-41Cdissipatevery little
power, and are protected by a silicon nitride passivation
layer, so heat dissipationand hermiticity (in the strictest
sense)were not problems.
A polyimide/amide, fiberglass-laminateprinted circuit
board was chosen over a thin-film or thick-film ceramic
substratefor reasonsof cost, mechanical shock resistance,
solderability, and machinability (allows for more diversity
in shapes).Polyimide's temperaturepropertiestoleratethe
high processing temperatures(greaterthan 175"C)better
than standard epoxy/glassprinted circuit boards.
State-of-the-artprinted circuit board photolithography
was requiredto resolvethe 0.13-mmtracesand 0.13-mm
spaces.Along with the 0.33-mm (#80) plated-through
holes, these give the greatesttrace density now commercially available on two layers.
The %-ounce copper-clad laminate is plated with a

The Package
After thoroughly investigating existing technologies, the
package configuration shown in Fig. 1 was chosen and
implemented. The packaging scheme involves mounting
the silicon chip directly onto a high-quality printed circuit
board using a conductive epoxy. The IC is passivated in
wafer form with a 70004 film of silicon nitride. The chip's
inputs and outputs are connected to the printed circuit
board using 0.02S-mm-diameter gold wires ultrasonically
bonded at about 175"C. The IC and wires are encapsulated
in epoxy to protect them from mechanical damage or gross
condensation. The substrate is then connected to the outside world by a reflow solder operation. The resulting package satisfies all of the design objectives previously mentioned, and is fairly easily implemented, since it employs
existing state-of-the-art technologies.

Printed Circuit Substrate
(Polyimide/Fiberglass Laminate)

Fig. 1. General configuration of the hybrid packaging
schemeused in mostof theproductsrn the HP-41CCalculator
syslem.

Fig. 2. RAM module contatns four chips, each measuing
2.72 by 4.29 mm. Each chip contatnssixteen56-bit regislers
Thereare 12-14bonds per chip and ten connectionsvia a
reflow-solderedcontact frame to the HP-41C.fhe substrale
measures23.37x13.72x0.79mm.
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Fig.3. ROMmodulescontatnone or two chtps,eachmeasuring 3.71 by 5.00mm and containing40K bits The bitpatternis
customtzedfor eachapplication.Thereare 7-9bondsper chip
contactframeto the
and ten connectionsvia a reflow-soldered
HP-41C.Thesubstratemeasures23.37x13.72x0.79mm.
0.005-mm nickel diffusion barrier and 0.0013 mm of eold to
permit reliable bonding of the gold wires.
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An Economical,PortableMicrowave
SpectrumAnalyzer
Witha frequencyrangeof 10 MHz to 21 GHz,a calibrated
amplituderangeof -1 11to +30dBm,anda dynamicrange
of 70 dB, thisnewspectrumanalyzerhaslab-gradepertormance,yet is compactenoughfor fielduse.
by David H. Molinari and Richard L. Belding

O THE ENGINEER concerned with microwave frequencies, a spectrum analyzer is every bit as useful
as the oscilloscope is to the engineer concerned with
waveforms. The spectrum analyzer can disclose whether
or not an oscillator is generating excessive harmonics,
what mixing products are coming from the output of a
mixer, how much distortion and other spurious products
are in the output of an amplifier, and other performance
details that are hard to obtain in the microwave region by
any other means.
Since spectrum analyzers are so useful, one is moved to
ask why every microwave engineer doesn't have one on his
bench. The answer is cost. In the past, even the simplest
microwave spectrum analyzers cost several times as much
as a high-grade lab oscilloscope; lab budgets just couldn't
afford a microwave spectrum analyzer for every engineer
who could use one.
It is for the purpose of making the advantages of spectrum analysis available to more engineers that a new microwave spectrum analyzer, Model 8559A (Fig. 1) has been
developed. This instrument has lab-grade performance
(Fig. 2), with a frequency range spanning 10 MHz to 2L GHz,
a 70-dB dynamic range, and a noise floor of -111 dBm at 3
GHz, rising to only -90 dBm aI 2L GHz. Frequency response is flat within better than * t dB to 3 GHz, and within
+3 dB to 2'1.GHz. But even with this level of performance,
this instrument costs less than any other analyzer for the
same frequency range.
Amplitude accuracy is enhanced by a built-in calibrator
that generates a 3S-MHz calibrating signal at a level of -10
dBm within +0.3 dB (typically +0.1 dB). With the instrument calibrated using this signal-and taking into account
the accuracies of the input attenuator, reference-level settings, display, and overall frequency response-amplitude
readings are accurate within 2.3 dB up to 3 GHz, and 9.0 dB
up to 18 GHz, figures that are equal to or better than those
specified for other analyzers costing much more.
In addition to establishing an exemplary performance/
cost ratio, the new analyzer is easy to use. Operation is
simplified with coupled controls that automatically select
an appropriate resolution bandwidth and sweep time for
the chosen frequency span (resolution bandwidth is selectable in eight steps from 1 kHz to 3 MHz in a 1-3-10 sequence). The controls for the input attenuator and IF gain
are coupled so that when they are used to bring a signal to
the CRT reference line, the signal amplitude can be read

directly from the controls [Fig. 3). However, any of the
coupled controls may be operated separately to permit the
user to select other measurement parameters for special
situations.

Fig. 1. Ihe Model 85594 Spectrum Analyzer,shown here
mountedin a Model 182Tlarge-screendisplay,coversa fre'
quencyrange of 0.01 to 21 GHz withaccuracyand sensitivity
characteristicof a lab-grade analyzer./fs slze and weight
make it suitablefor field use.
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and other field installations.

Fig.2. An exampleof the 8559A'slab-gradeperformancers
thisdisplayof a -57 dBm signalat 20.39 GHz. Theresolutron
bandwidthused was 30 kHz and the notselevelis -83 dBm.
Thiscorrespondsto an averagenoise level of -98 dBm in a
1-kHzbandwidth (specifiedmaximumis 90 dBm).
A tunable marker helps the user "zoom in" on an unknown signal. When the FREQSPAN control is set to FULL
BAND, the marker appears as a triangular depression on the
CRT baseline. It is positioned on the frequency scale by the
TUNING control and indicates what the center frequency
will be when the FREQSPANcontrol is set to any other span.
The new analyzer was designed as a plug-in for the wellproven HP 180 family of displays. Mainframes include a
l a r g e - s c r e e n( 1 0 . 3 x 1 2 . 9 c m ) d i s p l a y ( F i g . r ) , a v a r i a b l e persistence display, rack-mount versions, and a splashproof version. The analyzer is also compatible with the
Model 8750A Storage-Normalizer that stores spectra digitally for continuous display. Lab engineers thus have a
choice of display capabilities and the field engineer can
have a compact, portable analyzer weighing less than 1B
kilograms (a0 Ib) for servicing microwave repeater stations
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Design Goals
The achievement of high-quality performance in a compact, moderately-priced spectrum analyzer results from a
well-considered combination of available technology and
design goals. It was recognized at the outset that the maiority of users of such an instrument would be dealing with
signals that are known and confined, as in circuit design
work, contrasted with those working with multiple unknowns, as in spectrum surveillance. A preselector would
therefore generally not be required, eliminating one majorcost item.
Also recognized was that most users would not need
resolution bandwidths narrower than 1 kHz. If the
minimum bandwidth were 1 kHz, a phase-lock loop would
not be necessary for the all-important first local oscillator,
with a consequent savings in cost and size, provided that
the oscillator had the requisite stability. YlG-tuned osciilator (YTO) technology has advanced to the point that a
YTO can fulfill thig requirement. That is the approach taken
with the B55SA, and as a result, it has a residual FM of less
than 1 kHz p-p on the fundamental mixing bands (for a time
interval <100 ms when operating on 100-120V line voltages)without use of a phase-lock loop, and noise sidebands
are at least 70 dB down greater than 30 kHz from a CW
signal. The accuracy of the center frequency setting, displayed on a 5-digit LED readout, is within +o.3o/o+1. MHz
up to 3 GHz and +O.2o/o+5 MHz to 2L GHz. This is equivalent to 45 MHz at 2O GHz.

AlternatelF
One of the key developments that made it possible to
achieve the good performance of this analyzer
economically-and also allow its packaging in a small
space-is the alternate IF system. With wideband analyzers
such is this one, it is not feasible to use a first IF frequency
that is high enough to lie above the top end of the input
frequency range, so the first IF frequency has to lie within
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gain) controls are coupled such
that the signal level at the reference line on the CRT,usuallythe
top graticuleline. is read directly
on the REFERENc:
uNr control.The
concentric FREesPAN
Dtvand nrs.
aLUTtoN
BWcontrolsalso move to
gether and automaticallyset the
appropriatesweep time (T:MEiDtv).
Any of theseconlrolscan be operated individuallyfor spectal situations.
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2.9925 3.0075
A L T I F N O R MI F

3-da
Pad

BW=22 MHz

3.01-6.04-GHz
YIG Oscillator

Log-Linear
Amplifier

Resolution
Bandwidth

3 2 1 . 4M H z
Amplifier

2.6861GHz (NORM lF)
2.6711GHz (ALT lF)
Cavity Oscillatol

Detector

30GMHz
Oscillator

CBT

Fig.4. SinplifiedblockdiagramoftheModelB55gASpectrumAnalyzer.Exceptforthealternate
lF scheme, it fottowsconventionalpractice. Theinput frequencyis convertedto the 21.4-MHz
final tF in three steps to altow adequate frequency separation between the desired signal and its
tmage at eacn converston.
that range. Consequently, if any signal present happens to
have a frequency component that is the same as the first IF,
this component will feed through the first IF at all times,
causing the display baseline to lift. This effect could make
certain measurements impractical.
The historic solution has been to provide an alternate
signal path through a different first IF and down-converter.
Since the path switching takes place at microwave frequencies, expensive coaxial relays and other hardware were
needed.
The solution chosen for the 855SA is to use a different IF
frequency but the same signal path. When baseline lift due
to IF feedthrough occurs, the user pressesthe ALT IF button.
This causesthe second local oscillator to change frequency
by 15 MHz and the first local oscillator to change a corresponding amount so the offending signal is shifted to the
stopband of the resolution bandwidth filters without affecting the apparent tuning of the instrument. To permit this
shift, the first IF filter has to pass signals for either IF. This
required the development of a bandpass filter with carefully
shaped response that passes 2.9925 GHz, the alternate IF,
with approximately the same insertion loss as 3.0075 GHz,
the normal IF. The oscillator is cavity-tuned, using two
varactors in parallel to accomplish the frequency shift.
The spurious mixer products that result from this
technique appear on the display only when the analyzer is
tuned below 10 MHz. Although the analyzer is not specified
for input frequencies below 10 MHz, it can be tuned to
examine lower-frequency signals though with somewhat
degraded performance.
I nstrument Organization
A block diagram of the 85594 is shown in Fig. 4. It is a
triple-conversion, swept-frequency receiver that uses harmonic mixing to obtain a wide input frequency range. The
first local oscillator always operates within a 3-to-6-GHz
range which, with the 3-GHz first IF, gives two fundamental
tuning ranges: 0.01 to 3 GHz where frig : fr,o - IF, and 6 to
9 GHz where f.ts : fr,o + IF. The other ranges are obtained

by heterodyning the input signal with a harmonic of the
local oscillator to obtain a 3-GHz IF signal (f"i, : Nf16 +
IF, where N : 2 or 3). The tuning ranges are diagrammed in
Fig. s.
Since an input signal can mix with all of the local oscillator's harmonics, and may thus appear on more than one
frequency band, a SIGIDENT pushbutton is provided to help
the user determine which frequency band is the correct one
22
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Fig. 5. Tuning curves for the 8559A Spectrum Analyzer' The
numbersin parenthesesadiacent to each range indicatethe
harmonic used to obtain a 3-GHz lF for that range. The
analyzer'ss/G/DENrpushbutton helps the user identify the
proper range for a particular signal.
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+14.5V

Sweep
Span Widths ol
1 MHz/Dlv
or Less

-12V
Typical Switch for Alternate lF
shifts YTo +5, +10, t15MHz
in Frequency (6 Bands)

Fig. 6. YIO driver circuits are straightforward and relatively uncomplicated.

for an unknown signal.Pressingthis button shiftsthe second LO frequency1.MHz and reducesthe vertical gain 6 dB
on alternatesweeps,causing any displayed responsesto
appeartwice. If the signal in questionappearsto shift f
MHz to the left, then the signal is heterodyningwith the
harmoniccorrespondingto the chosenfrequencyband,and
the correctfrequencyband hasbeenchosen(the 6-dB drop
in signal level identifieswhich of the two responsesis the
s h i f t e dr e s p o n s e ) .
The input attenuatoris a broadbandtype using thin-film
attenuator cards and edgeline switching to achieve high
accuracyand repeatability.l This is followed by a 3-dB pad
that improves the characteristicsof the input termination
while providing some protection for the diode and buffer
transistor in the first mixer. Thus, when the input attenuator is in the O-dB position, the analyzer meets its
flatness specification and is still calibrated, which would
not be so if the input were applied directly to the mixer.
To achieve broadband performance up to 21 GHz at
reasonablecost,a single-diodeconfiguration is usedfor the
input mixer, a thin-film hybrid microstrip circuit fabricated
by conventional techniques on a sapphire substrate.
The input attenuator,3-dB pad, mixer, and internal cabling determine the overall frequency responseof the instrument. Compensationfor rolloff on the higher bands is
effectedby increasingthe gain ofthe third IF stageon these
bands.Within eachfrequencyband,the input mixer largely
30 sewrerr-pncKARD
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determinesthe frequencyresponseflatness.
First Local Oscillator
Frequency
accuracyin a spectrumanalyzerdependsto a
large extent on the first local oscillator. Becausethe widest
possibletuning rangewas desiredfor the B55SAwith settability to within 0.2%,a YIG-tunedtransistoroscillatoris the
appropriatechoice.Although a number of YTOs are available, the YTO chosen is one that had been developed inhouse. As mentioned earlier, it has the superior performanceneededto allow the analyzer'sperformancegoalsto
be met without use of a phase-lockloop. In addition to that,
it is a rugged device that is relatively immune to shock and
vibration.
Similar to the YTO used in other HP instruments,2this
YTO usesa heatedYIG sphereto overcomethe problems of
temperature change as a function of frequency. Tuning a
YTO to a higher frequency requiresan increasein magnetic
coil current,which raisesthe internal temperature.The YIG
heating control raisesthe YIG temperatureto a level higher
than the maximum internal level, where it can be held
constant.
Carefulchoiceof materialsfor the tuning magnetreduced
the inherent hysteresis to less than -r-1.5MHz over the
3-to-6-GHzrange. A spin-off benefit is the superior noise
performance of this oscillator, which is so low that the
driver circuit becomes the limiting factor in the instru-

I

ment's frequency stability.
The YTO's excellent tuning linearity of <+ MHz absolute
permits a straightforward YTO driver design (see F-ig.6).
Only three diode breakpoints are needed to shape the tuning ramp to match the YTO's characteristic closely enough
to achieve an overall linearity of *1 MHz. The result is a
low-power, low-volume driver that helped make it possible
to package the unit in a compact assembly without creating
internal hot spots.
Digital Panel Meter
To minimize cost and conserve space, it was decided to
derive a display of the center tuning frequency by measuring the tuning voltage applied to the YTO driver rather than
use a counting scheme. A s-digit display would be required
to provide 1-MHz resolution up to 21 MHz, but since the
maximum value of the most significant digit is 2, the socalled a%-digit (30,000 count) display would suffice.
Since the tuning voltage varies between 0 and -10 V, a
digital panel meter (DPMJ would be the obvious choice, but
at the time of instrument development, no 4%-digit DPM of
small enough dimensions was available. However, a Iowcost 4ft-digit A-to-D converter chip set was available, and
by using this set and a S-digit, 7-segment LED display, the
design objectives related to cost, size, power dissipation,
and temperature coefficient were met. In addition to these
components, the only others needed were four lowtemperature-coefficient resistors and an oscillator inductor
(the oscillator controls the LED refresh rate). Adequate field
containment was obtained for the inductor without a shield
by winding the inductor on a high-permeability toroidal
COTE.

An operational amplifier and switched resistor networks
modify the input voltage to the meter circuit so that the
proper range of voltages is obtained for each of the six
tuning bands.
lF Chain
The second mixer also uses a single-diode configuration.

Feedback
Capacitor
Temperature
Compensating
Capacitor
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.,-Y*Filter
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The tank circuit for the second local oscillator includes two
parallel varactors that enable the oscillator frequency to be
switched from 2.6861 to 2.671,1GHz for the alternate IF.
The second IF (321,.4MHz) passesthrough two stages of
bandpass filtering and is then applied to the third mixer, a
double-balanced mixer. The third local oscillator is a modified Colpitts design that has lightly coupled feedback
through a temperature-compensated tank circuit. The stability ofthis oscillator is such that it contributes less than 50
Hz FM.
The 21.4-MHz IF out of the third mixer then passes
through variable-gain amplifiers that provide the flatness
and band-conversion-loss compensation, and several
stages of resolution-bandwidth filtering. That is followed
by a seven-stage logarithmic amplifier that can also be
switched to operate linearly. This drives the detector. The
detector signal is then processed for display on the CRT.

ABRIDGED SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model 8559A Microwave Spectrum Analyzer
Sweep

Frequency
M E A S U R E M E NFTA N G E :1 0 M H z t o 2 1 G H z .
FREOUENCYSPANS: 100 kHz to 9 GHz.
SPECTRALPURITY:70 dB down 30 kHz from signalin 1-kHzbandwidth.
ACCURACY:a 1 ltlHz a0.3oloto 3 GHz.
!5 MHz !O.2o/"to 21 GHz.
RESOLUTIONBANDWIDTHS:1 kHz to 3 MHz in a l'3'10 sequence.Selectivity,<15i1
(60 dB/3 dB bandwidthratio).

Amplitude
M E A S U R E M E NR
T A N G E : 1 1 1d B m t o + 3 0 d B m ( t o 3 G H z ) .
90 dBmto +30 dBm(to21 GHz).
SPUHIOUSRESPONSES(typical):70dB below 30 dBm signals.
RESIDUALRESPONSES: 90 dBm as disolavedin 0-to-3GHz Band.
ACCURACY:Calibrator10.3 dB.
Referencelevel:1 1.0 dB.
Flatness:
Band
:dB [.4ax
0 . 0 1 - 3G H z
6-9
3-9
9-15
6-15
12.1-18
18-21

1.0
1.0
1.5
1.8
2.1
2.3
3.0

TIME: 2 psidiv to 10 s/div.
AUTO: Sweeptime controlledby FREQUENCYSPAN/DlV.
TRIGGER:Single,lree run, external,video.

General
ENVIRONMENTAL
TEMPERATUBE(operating):
0 to +55'C.
.:95o/.Fl.H.,0 to +40'C.
HUt\.4lD|TY:
of methodsCE03 and
EMI: Conductedand radiatedinterferencewithinthe requirements
R E 0 2o f M I L S T D 4 6 1 A ,V D E 0 8 7 1 ,a n d C I S P Rp u b l i c a t i o1n1 .
P O W E R ( i n c l u d i n gd i s p l a y m a i n f r a m e ) 1: 0 0 , 1 2 0 , 2 2 0 , o t 2 4 O V a c ( 1 0 % t o
+5"/.),46-66 Hz,22O VA maximum.
D I M E N S I O N (S1 8 2 Td i s p l a y )3: 3 8 . 1m m H x 2 0 1 . 6 6m m W x 4 9 8 . 5m m L ( 1 3 - 51i 6 x
\ 1 9 - 5 / 8i n ) .
7-15116
W E I G H T( i n c l u d i n 1g 8 2 Td i s p l a y )1r 7 . 8k g ( 3 9 . 1l b ) .
PRICESlN U.S.A.:8559A,$7600; 182T,$2000.
MANUFACTURINGDlvlSlON: SANTA BOSA DIVISION
1400 FountainGrove Parkway
SantaFlosa.California95404U.S.A.

N T A R C iHg B OI E W L E T Tp A C K A R Dt o u n n , q r 3 1

Richard L. Belding,Jr.
Rick Beldinggraduatedfrom Stanford
University
in 1968witha BSEEdegree.
Aftertwo yearsof microwaveengineering, he joinedthe U,S.PublicHealth
Serviceas a computerprogrmmer,
and
two yearslaterjoined HP as a mrcrowaveproductionengineer.Since
1974 he's contributedto the designo{
the 85684 and 85594 Spectrum
Analvzers.He receivedhis MSEEde*',i gree in 1976,alsofromStanford.Bornin
1,,
i SanJose,California,
Rickis married,has
:j threechildren,and livesin SantaRosa,
wherehe bicyclesto workas
f California,
he has for the lastten vears.He
enjoysworkingwithwood and buildingfurniture,
and now that he's
got his yard in shape,he likesto go campingwith his family.He's
activein his churchand in the MarriageEncountermovement.

AccurateCalibrator
One of the aids to making accurate spectrum analyzer
measurements conveniently is a calibrating signal of
known frequency and amplitude. This can be applied to the
analyzer input so the displays can be calibrated to read
frequency and amplitude directly. The calibration oscillator built into the S559A provides a 35-MHz signal at a
-10-dBm level that typically varies less than +0.1 dB over a
temperature range of 0 to 55"C. The calibration oscillator
circuit is diagrammed in Fig. 7.
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